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1 Ex 1.

1.
Given h1 and h2, then y = w1h1 + w2

1+rh2 is �xed. So the problem becomes:

max
c1;c2

u(c1; h1) + �u(c2; h2) s.t. c1 + c2=(1 + r) = y (1)

FO ·C

c�1 = �(y � c1)�(1 + r)1�

c1 =
1

1 + �1=(1 + r)(1�)=
y = a(�; ; r)y

c2 = (1 + r)(1� a(�; ; r))y = b(�; ; r)y

Then the �rst step optimization problem becomes:

max
h1;h2

[u(c1; h1) + �u(c2; h2)] (2)

= max
h1;h2

[
(ay)1�

1�  + �
(by)1�

1�  +
(1� h1)1��
1� � + �

(1� h2)1��
1� � ]

= max
h1;h2

[(a1� + �b1�)
y1�

1�  +
(1� h1)1��
1� � + �

(1� h2)1��
1� � ]

= max
h1;h2

[f(r)
y1�

1�  +
(1� h1)1��
1� � + �

(1� h2)1��
1� � ]

the function f depends on r;  and �:

2. FOC for labor supply
for h1

f(r)y�w1 = (1� h1)�� (3)

for h2
f(r)y�

w2
1 + r

= (1� h2)�� (4)

We can get that
1� h2
1� h1

= (
w1�(1 + r)

w2
)1=� (5)

we see that @(h1=h2)
@(w1=w2)

> 0 ,@(h1=h2)@(r) > 0 and @(h1=h2)
@(�) > 0

we draw diagram for eq(3) and (4)
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left side of eq(3) is the marginal utility gained by working more hours in period 1 through
increased consumption, while the right side of it is the marginal utility lost by working more hours
in period 1 through decreased leisure. Optimization achieved by these two being equal.

left side decrease w.r.t h, right side increase with h. one solution.

3. w2 = 0 leads to h�2 = 0
the optimization problem becomes (ask the student why):

max
h
f(r)

(w1h1)
1�

1�  +
(1� h1)1��
1� �

FOC
f(r)(w1h1)

�w1 = (1� h1)��

then we have

f(r)(1� )(w1h1)�dw1 � f(r)w1�1 h��11 dh1 = �(1� h1)���1dh1 (6)

dh1
dw1

=
f(r)(1� )(w1h1)�

�(1� h1)���1 + f(r)w1�1 h��11

(7)8<:
> 0 if  < 1
= 0 if  = 1
< 0 if  > 1

From eq (7), we see that the answer to the question depends on the value of 

or else we can use directly eq(3). note that when w2 = 0, left side is f(r)w1�h� how this
curve shift with w1 depends on . same conclusion can be reached.

4. using assumption in 3, we see that  > 1 from the results of question 3. Note
that the assumption may not hold everywhere.

5. I suppose here we assume that there is only heterogeneity but no uncertainty. Namely, the
individuals know their wage-age pro�le at the beginning of period 1. (If we assume that the wage
at second period is uncertain, then probably it is better to state it explicitly in the question).

Denote K = (�(1 + r))1=�, then we can rewrite eq(5) as

1� h2
1� h1

= (
w1
w2
)1=�K

case 1: where � = 1=(1 + r) then K = 1:

We see immediately that in this case,

h2

�
> h1 if w1 < w2
< h1 if w1 > w2

case 2: where � > 1=(1 + r) i.e. K > 1:

if w1 > w2 then w1=w2 > 1: thus 1�h21�h1 > 1 and h2 < h1
if w1 < w2 then w1=w2 < 1: we can not decide whether (w1w2 )

1=�K is greater or less than 1.
however,K typically is not far from 1 so if the di¤erence between the wage rates is big enough
("steep increase"), the wage di¤erence may dominate and we still have (w1w2 )

1=�K < 1 which means
1�h2
1�h1 < 1 and h2 > h1
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the case where where � < 1=(1 + r) i.e. K < 1: is similar.

however, we should note that due to the fact the wage-age pro�les are di¤erent, the optimal
choice of hours of work will not be the same for di¤erent individuals. (this is in contrast to the
case where you have uncertainty in wage, ask student what will be like in that case).

no need to solve out the optimal value for h1 here.

6. shock on wages(productivity) will induce shock on labor supply thus output and consump-
tion/investment.

Ex2.

Solow residual: a measure of contribution of technological progress, all sources of growth other
than the contribution from capital and labor.

In real business cycle, shocks on productivity is very important. however, whether there is
such shocks, remains to be proved by empirical evidence. The main macro evidence for this, is
the short term variation the solow residual. However, alternative views suggests that other factors
main also contribute to the variation of the solow residual.
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